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Abstract 
Mountain tourism is one of the traditional forms of tourism in affirming tourism in North Oltenia, both 

nationally through natural potential available by the low degree of degradation of the landscape and the investment 
efforts that were made in the offer specific. 

However maintaining and expanding national and international tourist market offer mountain in this area in 
the context of trends of competing countries require new efforts offer guidance on several important strands. The paper 
highlights a number of proposals to design and sports facilities that are designed to highlight the promising potential of 
resorts in the mountains are in the north of Oltenia that have the best ski area in Central and Eastern Europe ski. 
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1. Introduction  
 
In each country the European Alpine resorts were created hundreds of different capacities (500 countries  

Austria, 150 - Italia, 230 - Switzerland) [1]; they arose by arranging for winter sports of old spas or spa, mountain 
quotas by providing appropriate equipment this form of tourism, any modern state. The most popular resorts are those 
with complex spa treatment, winter sports, clean air, mountain tourism - summer. Accommodation is made in the most 
varied forms, from luxury hotels to inns, vacation homes or champinguri with heating and catering establishments 
network is very diverse, enjoying great popularity specific restaurants, but especially those that offer local cuisine. In 
some resorts special efforts were made to ensure tourists the opportunity to dine in the "a la carte", without being 
obliged to descend to the resort, as many huts on the mountain ridges have buffets and restaurants, providing them table 
right in the ski area. 

Each resort has many ski slopes (totaling 50-100 and even 100 km) of various types and degrees of difficulty. 
The status and their proper maintenance, dealing highly skilled, featuring the most modern technical means. 
Along the slopes downhill or slalom (alpine skiing), special importance is given to cross-country ski or ride 

very popular to tourists. 
In recent years launched a new program - "Ski mountainering" (a kind of combination of alpine skiing and 

background) - which takes place outside the marked pistes, ski genre that offers skiers (equipped with synthetic fur and 
boots Ski with special links) can climb any mountain peak. Very popular are packages of winter sports combined with 
language courses, ski kindergartens and schools, skating rinks natural or artificial, night skiing, etc. 
Facilitating access to the slopes and ski areas is a constant concern in all resorts using various means of transport: car, 
airplane, helicopter, climb machinery, etc. Establishment of closed type "pieds sur skis" (facilities around tracks) 
extends more and more. 
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2. Strengths and weaknesses of tourism in northern  Oltenia potentail  compared with European alpine 

countries 
Ever increasing number of ski enthusiasts has created a range of tourist services must be so rich and 

diversified so as to satisfy the demands of those who come to practice winter sports and those who do not come to 
practice skiing (about 18-20% of all tourists); Recreational amenities so between that are missing from the alpine 
resorts include: indoor and outdoor (hot water), piano bar, bar Swiss, American bar, various sports fields, gyms, sauna, 
bowling, skating natural artificial and youth clubs for the elderly and equestrian center, open courses in various crafts 
and arts, etc. 

Each resort offers a rich cultural and artistic attractive program events (shows, competitions, festivals, theater, 
various musical genres, cinema, opera, operetta and others) and sports (national championships, European or stages of 
World Cup skiing, bobsleigh, sledge, hockey, etc). 

Most resorts have their own radio stations that transmit bulletin snow, weather, news and more music variety. 
Commercial network is rich and diverse, from grocery stores, crafts, antiques, jewelry, etc. from the sport equipment. 
Widely used by most tourists arrive in the Alpine resort, is "ski pose" of (ski passport) that offers the possibility of 
practicing ski on a defined period (a day, a week, etc.) for a fixed amount. The price includes: accommodation, 
transport, use transport facilities, ski lessons, etc. enjoying some features that differ from state to state. 
In order to achieve its purpose in this paper, we make a trip through the main mountain resorts, renowned in Europe for 
special tourist services that are available to tourists and then we will illustrate what we have resorts in North Oltenia 
and we nce missing. 

The resort ski area in France. From renowned resorts such as Chamonix La Clusoz and, based at the 
beginning of this century, and ending with artistic facilities provided for the 1992 Olympics in Albertville, France 
offers a lot of places for skiers of all ages and all performances. The newest resort in Valmorel and Valfrejus endeavor 
to keep the work as accessible as possible. Ski France's major winter sports body in France bringing together over 100 
countries and providing accommodation reservations [2]. 

The most famous and popular resorts are found in the Alps, but the sport is practiced in the Pyrenees and the 
Massif Central. The peak winter sports is in February, although some can ski resorts in May. Alps - Savoie Alps, is the 
main tourist attraction throughout the year and has large-scale tourist facilities. Among the world-famous resorts are: 
Chamonix - situated on the river Arva, the triple border between France, Italy and Switzerland, surrounded by massive 
Mont - Blanc (4807 m) and Aiguilles -Rouges, the city consists of Chamon (1035 m) and a succession of hamlets that 
climbs up to 1235 m dominated by confusion Le Tour situated in a beautiful cirque suspended [3]. In 1965 it was 
placed in service tunnel under Mont - Blanc linking Chamonix to Italy via the Sun Highway. The resort dates back over 
235 years and is the largest resort in the world by the natural beauty of Mont - Blanc, the famous Valley Blanche Geant 
glacier - 3269 meters on which summer skiing - and complex machinery crossing massif, the Aiguille du Midi cable 
car, unique in the world with five points of support, linking Chamonix to Val d'Aosta - Italy and Montevers cog train 
that climbs to the Mer de Glace with over 15 km of ski slopes. The famous resort bivalent (summer - winter) is an 
internationally recognized center of winter sports (three jumps, three rinks, three cableways, lift six sites) but also 
climbing. Everything here works and the National School of Skiing and Mountaineering [4]. From Chamonix Les 
resorts can be reached at Tignes (1086 m), Argentiere (1255 m) Vallorcine (1262), Briançon - important winter resort 
with 45 ski runs, with ancient fortifications, Moutiers - European mountain resort. Albertville - mountain ski resort of 
international stature, with many monuments of art, is the place where the winter of 1992, were organized Olympic 
Games (Olympic Park d'Albertville). It is easily accessible thanks to ultra fast train (TGV) in only four hours from 
Paris, one hour from Lyon, Grenoble and Geneva. Nine other states have contributed to the success of the Olympics, 
namely: Val d'Isere ski area -10000 ha, 300 km runway beacons, with 110,000 skiers / hour, 120 cableways, 23000 
accommodation places, Les Saisies - 3000 ski area, 8,500 beds , Tignes - 300 km track with snow all year round, 120 
cableways, 30,000 beds, Les Arcs - Bourg St. Maurice - 15000 ha ski area, 150 to 2,500 m runway beacons bump, 
26,000 beds, La Plagne - 200 km tracks 100 cableways, Pralognan la Vanoise National Park Vanoise 1400 m - Holiday 
Village, 8220 beds, Les Menuires - Val Thorens - part of the field "Trois Vallées" - modernly equipped, 500 km tracks, 
200 cableways, Val Thorens is the highest ski resort in Europe - 2300 m, Courchevel - Trois Valées, the sunniest of 
Savoy, 500 km of slopes, 200 cableways, the resort has four generations at 1300 m, 1500 m, 1650 m, 1850 m, Meribel - 
Trois Valées, 500 km of tracks, 200 cableways, 7000 hockey stadium seats 230 monitors etc. [ 3] Paradise for skiers 
and lovers of walks around Lake Geneva in the French Alps called Le Chablais. Swiss border at St. Giugolph, is the 
gateway to Les Portes du Soleil or Sun Gate, a ski resort that includes eight French and Italian six of which the most 
notable are Morshyn and Amoriaz, and several other ski towns recently developed both on the French side of the Alps, 
as well as the Swiss (Champéry, Les Gosetal). Morshyn is in area that meet six wooded valleys. Amoriaz is a modern 
French town built just for summer tourism and winter. Its architecture with high forests not delight everyone, but on 
holiday skier to ski Amoriaz can start right outside the building where it is housed, skiing and ski right back to the entry 
steps [4]. 

In the last twenty years, Les Portes du Soleil has developed a vast area of pools of snow and sun, where the 
hill skiers can come and go from a wonderful ski area to another, skiers can cross country terrain spending - and nights 
in different cities and mountaineers and climbers can be considered a paradise. 
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Today there are several variations of traditional skiing is practiced in many countries. Skiing - fund was 

popular and today there are marked trails that are checked daily. Monoschiul began in Chamonix and quickly spread to 
other resorts, schisurfingul is a relatively new sport, attractive especially for inexperienced skiers. 
Other increasingly popular activities are walking with snow shoes that do not require a special skill, climber on frozen 
waterfalls (requiring) and dogsled, today recognized as a competitive sport. 

The resort ski area in Austria. For many years, in Austria there is a wide opening for tourism. Due to its 
geographical position in Austria is achieved a major international transit of goods, people and tourists on the Danube, 
railroad (5900 km), roads upgraded exceeding 33000 km (highways from west to east and from north to south) and air 
[5]. 

Natural and cultural tourism resources - great historical attraction gives Austrian international tourist vocation, 
which require landscape aspects of great beauty, ski areas, villages and resorts (Tyrol), resorts, tourist centers with a 
dowry historical and cultural impressive. 

In a population of 7.5 million inhabitants, Austria are 2 million skiers. So a third of Austrians are amateurs of 
skiing all winter. Skiing is part of the tradition of this country, is more than a sport, it's a lifestyle. Austrians who 
practice the youngest age involved parents, they transmit the mountain cult [5]. 

Established resorts and 805 ski villages, whose houses are perfectly integrated into the landscape, offering 
skiers 22000 km of downhill slopes, 12000 km of ski slopes, 400 ski schools with over 8300 and 4050 monitors 
machinery climb. Experienced or novice skiers each village finds that best meets his expectations: sport or relaxation 
[5]. Austria is the country ski villages, always faithful to the past, with important tourist tradition. Hotels and inns led 
generations of the same family provides a warm welcome. The villagers actively contribute to Handelsbanken image, 
featuring the words "citizen room". This form of accommodation, very appreciated by tourists and local environments 
enables the discovery of a family. Winter holidays in Austria not only for skiers, but also those who want to change the 
air, or to walk away sleigh, to initiate another sport like skating or riding. There is no risk of getting bored, since the 
14000 km of trails promenade Snow, 1100 indoor, 200 tennis courts, 98 tennis and horse riding toboggan run 450 gives 
you a variety of ways to spend your free time [6]. Tirol is the most important tourist area of the country one of the 
Austrian tourism brand image. It occupies the western mountainous area of northern and central Limestone Alps in the 
south, separated from the Inn Valley. Issues landscape, valleys and landforms of the most diverse and spectacular vast 
ski areas up to 3,000 m altitude, many lakes that enrich the landscape and recreational palette, large settlements 
picturesque tourist resort renowned as centers or by facilities for winter or summer sports, historical monuments and 
architectural treasure Tyrolean ethno folk or mineral water are part of Tyrol's exceptional tourism potential. 
Limestone Alps or the Bavarian Alps, north and west of Valley Inn presents spectacular karst landscapes, keys (Lech), 
slopes, caves (grotto Hundalm) and fast rivers with fish fund, glacial lakes, some tourist facilities: Pertisau profiled on 
sports water, Kramsach (144 cableways, 435 km of ski runs, sauna, skating) [5]. 

Tourist road artery Munich - Innsbruck allow penetration of tourists in the mountains, particularly for 
mountain hiking and climbing request. 

Innthal (Valley Inn) has a 2-3 km wide corridors great spectacular-looking gorge, keys or small depression that 
developed large picturesque settlements. The charm of the landscape and tourist high terraces give it real "balconies" 
above the valley dotted with picturesque villages, excellent lookout points, with extensive views very much sought 
after by tourists for leisure, recreation and sports activities. The most representative "balconies" are Sorinen, Terrasse 
"sun terrace" (1400 m alritudine) with wonderful tourist villages, mineral waters; Bad Ladis, Obladis, Mieming Plateau. 
Here is Innsbruck, capital of Tyrol and the Tyrolean Alpine landscape symbol of spirituality, international center for 
alpine winter sports Winter Olympics city, with vestiges of medieval cathedrals, castles, churches, university. Central 
Alps - crystalline limestone with patches, deployed south of the Inn valley are the most taxed in Austria by high relief 
and wide panoramas, clouds at high altitudes, and their 3,000 m altitude glacial relief. This spectacular glacial 
landscapes and concentrates over 65% of Austrian glaciers through their vocation famous tourist (Gross Glockner) 
covers 20 sq km, 34 km long and 250 m thick [6]. 

Note spectacular tourist Transalpine Road "Grossglockner" - Innsbruck - Valley Sill - Brenner Pass - Italy, 37 
km long, 800 m uneven, with 42 bridges, the most famous "Bridge of Europe" over the Valley Sill (820 m length and 
190 m height) rises to 3500 m at the edge of the glacier. They built many cableways for panoramas. Marked and well 
maintained trails and mountain cable car and hiking and mountaineering refuges support or air cure resorts and 
furnished sun sunny platforms. Winter sports have the best conditions developed in all the resorts up to 2200 m: 
Gefrorene Wand (3250 m), Hochgurgl (2150 m). In Tirol is the winter sport resorts of which 33 have bumps on the 
slopes above 1000 m and 1600 m altitude 8. Added to this are numerous mineral water springs, radioactive Bad 
Medraz, Bärenbad and Fisheries Resources prevalent; here goes up to 2014 m villages Ötztal Alps, maximum altitude 
in Austria. Zillertall Valley is considered the most famous Tyrolean folklore richness and grandeur of popular 
festivities held on the first Sunday of May (where Gauderbier strong beer) to Gauderfest on Plain Zeel - I - Ziller. East 
Tyrol occupies the south east of the Northern Alps Tyrol overlapped with spectacular scenery, ski areas, interesting 
folk elements with tourist centers Linz, Mauthen, Spittal, Matrei. Kitzbüheler - located in the eastern part of Tyrol, 
north of the Salzach Valley overlaps Kitzbüheler Alps (3000 m) with a mild relief, but with a landscape of great beauty, 
date of colors forests, grasslands and agricultural land is the site of predilection hiking in the mountains, holidays for 
children and adults, water sports and leisure trips on the lakes. Here is the largest ski area for boats - Skizirkus 
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Kitzbüheler - arranged with cableways. Some villages have become tourist resorts: Auftach, Zeea See, traditional 
Kitzbüheler alăturide, Mayrhofen [7]. Tyrol is in excellent winter sports, trekking, mountaineering, tourism and hunting 
and angling. 

The resort ski area in Switzerland. International tourist oriented country, Switzerland is required in the world 
tourism landscape of great beauty issues, famous tourist resorts of the most complex facilities, variety and quality of 
tourism, cultural value of the cities - resorts, tourist villages and towns scattered throughout the country , branding of 
tourism products and services sector in general. 

The most important area for winter sports, recreation, leisure and recreation in Switzerland is the Swiss Alps, 
which exhibits very picturesque alpine scenery, alpine glaciers, waterfalls and gorges, lakes or artificial ice at high 
altitudes widely developed ski areas, mountain agricultural households with well organized tourist villages, cultural 
places, tourist resorts famous passes and tunnels passing of great beauty and inner connecting with Italy and France. 
Rhone Valley contained in canton Valais, is a very picturesque vast corridors, dotted with numerous natural and 
cultural attractions in the center and tourist places and marked trails leading through, cableways or roads and railway to 
those charming alpine landscapes and resorts Western Swiss Alps travel. The climate is shelter, great tourism and 
agriculture. The most famous winter resort in the area is Crans - Montana, with many ski slopes and cableways. 
In South Rhônolui, on the Italian border, rises grandly Pennine Alps with altitudes above 4,000 meters (Monte Rosa 
Massif tip Duforspitze - 4634 m), huge glaciers, charming landscapes. Zermatt (1620 m), famous winter resort is a true 
paradise for skiers and climbers, with the longest ski season and highest cable car in Europe - Little Cervin (3384 m) 
[8]. 

Bernese Alps, north of the Rhone Valley, with altitudes above 4000 meters presents immense glaciers and 
permanent snow surfaces, of the most spectacular landscapes, picturesque glacial lakes. European resonance tourist 
resorts in this area are: Interlaken - famous tourist village and resort, castles madievale from here go up to 4000 m 
altitude; Grindelwald - 1034 m, famous resort place with important points of departure to the Matterhorn ski slopes 
(3701 m), Schrukhorn (4978 m), Eiger (3970 m); Jungfraujoch, since 1912, a rack railway ascends the Jungfraujoch 
station and then goes through the tunnel to the highest railway station in the world (3454 m) and important 
homonymous Alpine resort. Here, in the resort, is the Ice Palace Oberwald - where are climbing toward St. Gothard, a 
true water tower where the headwaters of the Rhône, Rhine, Aar, Maggia. Branch eastern Swiss Alps with altitudes of 
about 3000 m is characterized by several world-renowned resorts, namely: Davos (1560 m), the highest track for ice 
sports in the world; St. Moritz (1845 m), with spectacular scenery, luxury hotels, ski area ultraamenajat; Arosa, skiers 
and climbers paradise; Silvoplana (3000 m), "Sun Terrace" with great refinement facilities recognized by offering a 
glass of warm milk tourist arrival. Rack railways and cable funicular simple and chairs they carry on winter sports 
lovers to the ski slopes, which, due to the high price placed on safety, are well marked and maintained constantly. 
The 200 ski schools have around 4,000 instructors for all levels. There are instructors and organized tours. In all winter 
resorts can rent ski equipment. There are ski trail on varied terrain, well appointed and ski slopes in all holiday resorts 
largest in the Alps, at the foot of the Alps and the Jura. The ski schools are all over varied terrain. 
In many winter sports centers can learn how to ski eating, to make ballet snow to ski jump, and how to deal with one 
ski or snowboard. Skiers can climb perfect mountain slopes with animal skins attached to skis and other related skiers 
with a rope for safety reasons and then ski back down the slope, with breakneck speed, accompanied by an experienced 
guide. In many parts of the country there are special ski slopes bob. 

And the ski resorts in Germany. With a long tradition, German tourism tourist potential benefits of natural and 
cultural history of particular value. Along with the huge cultural treasure of big cities or other small medieval burgs and 
magnificent natural landscapes associates (alpine, sea, beaches, mineral waters, landscape Rhein valley, Mosel and 
Main). [6] Due to the narrowness of the German Alps, areas and favorable places for winter sports in Germany are not 
easy. However between Berchtesgaden and Oberstaufen, there are many ski slopes in good condition that does not 
require excessive fatigue or expense. But many high places, eternal snow, often frozen, hardly leave conquered. 
Bavarian Mountains, the highest in the country (2965 m, the top of Zugspitze), composed mainly of limestone and 
fragmented by numerous rivers, presents spectacular alpine landscapes, snow-covered peaks, ski areas and numerous 
lakes. 

In a picturesque setting here is the famous winter resort of Garmisch - Partenkirchen, with many slopes, 
cableways, castles and churches. A large number of ski slopes of mountains dressed integrating harmoniously into the 
landscape. Bavarian Plateau, a piedmont rich-looking mountain is covered with deciduous, mixed, swamps and peat 
bogs occupy large areas of farmland along. The Danube (Brege and Brigach springs under the top Kandel, 1241 m, in 
the Black Forest) and settlements along its is an interesting tourist attraction. 

The resort ski area in Italy. In the north, the Alps marked by glacial landscape with peaks covered by snow or 
glaciers permanent current that rises as a wall above the Po Plain in the west, or double the pre-Alpine massifs in the 
eastern sector. Crossing the Apennines peninsular, are fragmented, the average altitude and go to the seaside by low 
plains. 

Italian Alps, exceeding 2000 meters altitude, is characterized by spectacular mountain scenery and alpine 
glaciers and glacial forms, glacial lakes of great beauty, flanked by beautiful mountain resort, large ski areas. 

Alps are required by many mountain resorts for winter sports, some of the most modern technical facilities and 
easy accessibility from Austria (4 roadways trans) and Switzerland (7 roads and rail). Most resorts are grouped in the 
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Dolomites Alps (63), among which the famous Cortino d'Ampezzo (1231 m), Maso Corto (2004 m), Merano (1880 m), 
Marans Alba (1480 m) and the famous Valle d'Aosta important communication node between Italy and France, the 
famous Mont Blanc Tunnel, 11.5 km by cableway, or Switzerland, tunnel St. Bernhard of 5.8 km, with six stations: La 
Trinite (1637 m), Courmayer (1228 m), La Thuile Breuil - Cervinia (2006 m), Champoluc, etc. [9] Piedmont - Italy's 
historic core and administrative medieval famous for its vast perennial crops, industry, and through tourism, with many 
tourist cities and resorts for winter sports. 

The ski area in the northern part of Oltenia: takes place on a large scale altimetry from 1350 m to 2100 m 
altitude, is mainly located at 1450 m [10]. Longest slopes with gradients suitable and exposures north - western or 
northern snow favoring maintaining a longer period in the winter season and arranging for recreational sports slopes 
(slopes light and medium difficulty). Climatic conditions - the thermal regime of the snow - are favorable, especially 
since the ski area are conducted altitude, the loft, up to 2000 m. The snow cover over 20 centimeters thick persist about 
120-130 days at altitudes up to 1600 meters (resort weather Obârşia Lotrului - 1350 meters altitude) and 140 -150 days 
to over 1600 meters, which what a winter season extended until the second decade of April [11]. In peak season, 15 
February to 15 March, snow, at the head Lotrului has a annual average (1978-1990) of 60-80 centimeters. Exposure, 
sunny slopes shelters and conditions do not allow drifting snow on large and small surfaces, snow avalanches 
production [12]. 

The thermal regime, with over 180 days with temperatures below 0 degrees Celsius, promotes persistence of 
snow in winter. Field schiabial considerable sums area over 240 hectares, of which 145.4 hectares in area under the 
peaks Obârşia Lotrului Stefanu (2035 meters) and coal (2126 meters); 62.3 acres near the resort otter under Ilot Hill 
(1702 meters) - relay (1750 meters) and snow stadium in Fratosteanu Mare peak (2063 meters), MOGOS (1959 
meters), Puru (2049 meters) and 32.50 hectares under saddle top 1870 meters above Vidrutei [13]. Of course, this ski 
area includes both alpine and mountain pastures and some forest bodies, which must be cleared local portion to be 
arranged. 

Technical Studies - Economic performed on tourism resources in this area and especially the ski area - the raw 
material for winter tourism - have highlighted the following [14]: 

- The existence of a large ski area expansion, allowing a broad recovery in the winter sport tourism; 
- Planning and recovery stages of the ski area and mountain resources related; 
- Given the large investigations and during their implementation (studies, projects, executions), first phase runs 

until the end of this century; 
- Coverage for tourism of the ski area will be from feasibility studies, marketing and avoiding deforestation 

under high; 
- Arranging ski area will be in the context of protecting the environment and tourism resources. 
By using the entire ski area, you can set LATORITEI Mountains about 16 to 17 ski slopes of varying 

difficulty, but mainly for tourism, namely: new lightweight six-light and two heavy environments. 
The ski slopes totaling 26,305 meters long and a level difference of 5870 meters summed resulting in a flow of 

21,120 skiers/hour. Body width is between 30-150 m to an average of 60-100 meters and slopes capacity totals about 
1,150 skiers/day. The ski slopes are conducted between 1300 and 2100 meters and is usually located at altitudes 
conducive to the maintenance of the snow (1450-2000 meters) for a period of time. 

Fitting slopes is relatively easy, requiring some leveling and grading manipulation, perennial grass seeding and 
filling local extinction of some ravines and gullies cross torrents and execution. In all sectors require deforestation, 
especially in areas Obârşia Lotrului (30 hectares, of which 5 hectares in the first stage), otter (25 hectares, 15 hectares 
in the first stage) and saddle Vidrutei (13.5 hectares, of which 8.5 hectares in the first stage).  

 
3. Conclusions: 
In mountaineering, "conquer" the mountain is a beneficial option, justified by the possibility of carrying out 

tourism activities throughout the year, by increasing economic and social facets of settlements and economic poorer 
areas and difficult to value, proven by experience international and especially the European one in the Alps, Pyrenees, 
etc. 

Tourism planning of an area based on internal and external market requirements must highlight the potential of 
its complex with a wide range of tourist services, to promote the organization of specific activities targeted to a wide 
leisure travelers. [15] 

Fitting tourism mountain territory takes place usually in a mountain area with a "material goods" made in time 
due to the development of economic activities industrial land, etc. Therefore, tourist buildings that will graft structure 
must integrate existing material on aesthetic and qualitative level, natural conditions created by the territory. Integration 
includes, therefore, both natural, historical, economic activities, infrastructure and superstructure as mountain territory 
in a balanced and harmonious synthesis. 

These are actually visitors, the main attractions that motivates their point of view, a journey. 
The prospective vision, spatial mountain lies in the intersection of the elements that outlines the link between 

“what is possible” and “what is desirable” [16]. 
Compared to amplify development of winter sports resorts in major European countries, which have a 

significant share of tourism potential, and equipment related to its exploitation in our country emerges lack of 
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adaptability Romanian resorts offer, which is one of the causes decrease in the number of foreign tourists resorts. Other 
causes of decline mountain resort activity [16]: 

- Lack of animation in accommodation and food services; 
- Number of venues little or no night; 
- Insufficient number of cableway installations, therefore waiting times exceeding 30-40 minutes a tourist; 
- Ski area is poorly arranged and restrictions due to the county on deforestation in the mountains; 
- Poor quality ski slopes due in part to insufficient quantitative and snow machines beaten; 
- Correlation indices on the number of tourists arriving in resort area ski area and the ability to climb 

mechanical means; 
- Wide assortment meager in terms of ski equipment (boots, bindings, skis, etc.), tourists preferring certain 

materials, some eastern countries (boots and skis Polish, etc.). 
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